Interaction Design
DECO 1200
Assignment 1

Design a product to make a voice mail easy and enjoyable to use.

What is the context in which the voicemail will be used?
What are the special requirements of the setting?
What types of people are going to be using it?
What is the set of features that it should offer?
How long should it take to learn different features?
First Week

10am Lecture
11am Lab
1pm Review/Discuss Ideas

Set Assignment
Brainstorm/Discuss Assignment
Research/Develop Ideas

Second Week

10am Review/Discuss Initial Design
11am Develop Final Design
1pm Develop/Document Final Design
2pm Select/Develop an Initial Design
5pm Submit Assignment

Self-Directed
Assessment

Research (20%)
Research the problem to identify initial requirements, design problems and existing solutions

Documentation (40%)
Document interviews, research and design process

Presentation (20%)
Present your work as if you were presenting it to a client (presentations in class and on paper will be assessed)

Originality (20%)
Do something interesting!